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1 OECD Pensions at a Glance 2013

2 Based on Gross Monthly Income from 
Work for full-time employed residents. 
Source: Ministry of Manpower

There is an understandable tendency 
for many young to middle-aged workers 
(aged 25 to 55) to want to concentrate on 
their immediate financial needs, whether 
it is buying property, paying for tuition 
or supporting elderly parents. Many are 
neither prepared nor able to commit 
to investing more of their hard-earned 
money into long-term pension plans – the 
benefits of which they are likely to see only 
40 years down the road.

This is not a problem unique to 
Singaporeans. Young to middle-aged 
savers around the world are facing 
the same dilemma, especially in these 
challenging economic times. 

A further similarity Singaporeans share 
with their global counterparts is that they 
do not realise that lifestyle choices and 
decisions made early in their working life 
can have a bigger impact on building their 
retirement nest egg than decisions made 
later in their career. 

 
 

Life expectancy in Singapore continues 
to increase and it is likely that more 
individuals aged 50 to 70 will have to take 
care of their parents (aged above 80). 
This will add further strain to the financial 
resources that individuals build up over 
their lifetime. Younger workers, therefore, 
will be unlikely to build up adequate 
resources upon retirement unless they 
start taking action now. 

Income in retirement is dependent on 
the amount saved up to the point of 
retirement. Singaporeans that manage 
to achieve the CPF Retirement Sum 
of S$161,000 will qualify for the Full 
Retirement Sum, CPF Life Scheme,  
and yet those earning S$3,000 or more 
per month at the point of retirement can 
expect to receive an income that is less 
than 50% of their last drawn salary.

This is despite 37% of a Singaporean’s 
monthly salary being contributed into 
CPF because notwithstanding the high 
contribution rate, only an average of 6.5% 
is ring-fenced for retirement – one of the 
lowest saving rates in the world1.

As highlighted in our first article ‘Feast or 
famine – where are Singaporeans headed 
for in retirement?’, to enjoy a comfortable 
retirement in Singapore (with a last drawn 
salary replacement rate of 50%), the 
median worker2 would need to have an 
additional S$193,315 in savings, which in 
turn, is more than twice the prescribed 
Retirement Sum.

This means that individuals cannot rely 
on the CPF and need to look at other 
ways of accumulating savings, whether 
through supplementary schemes and/
or private arrangements, a notion that 
has been recently supported when the 
CPF announced their intent to launch the 
Lifetime Retirement Investment Scheme 
(LRIS). 

For a person drawing a monthly salary of S$5,000

The true amount set aside for retirement

CPF

Only S$325 is 
set aside securely

for retirement

S$1,525 is usually 
used to pay for housing 

downpayments, monthly 
mortgage repayments, 

university fees, etc.

Monthly CPF
contribution
from worker 

and employer 
is S$1,850
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While daunting, this is not an impossible task as long as the following formula is always 
kept in mind:

=Size of  
savings

Amount of
contributions in

Level of real
return earned+

Workers need to be aware that the investment returns they earn on their contributions, 
in excess of inflation, affect the size of their savings at retirement. The size of these 
savings will determine their income in retirement, and the greatest risk here for the 
retiree is that this income will prove insufficient to meet expectations. Ultimately, 
individuals need to accumulate enough savings to provide a comfortable standard  
of living after factoring in inflation and longevity. 

Inflation Purchasing power Investment returns

Less retirement income

In this article we focus on the younger and middle-aged savers. As time is their greatest 
friend, we will demonstrate that: 

 – Contributions matter

 – Growth above inflation matters

 – Diversification matters 

Inflation erodes retirement income
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Contributions: start saving early and often

Even if a young person makes the decision 
to save for retirement, the major obstacle 
for many is finding the spare cash to put 
away. While there are no easy answers, 
the responsibility lies with young people 
to take the first step. And because most 
may not understand the implications of 
the small financial choices they make 
every day, we set out three simple rules 
to help.

 
 

1. Start early
Starting to save at the age of 25 could  
give a person 50%3 more in their 
retirement savings than if they started 
at age 40. The key reason for this is 
compound interest. Compound interest 
is interest that is applied to the principle 
sum and to earlier interest earned.  
So as each month goes by, the principle 
sum that earns interest grows. This 
repeats until the saver withdraws his  
or her money. 

Put in a different way: if someone who is 40 wants to achieve the same account size 
at 65 as someone who starts saving at age 25, he would have to contribute twice the 
amount the 25-year old does per year, as shown in Figure 1. By making do with one 
coffee a day instead of two, or waking up 15 minutes earlier and taking the bus instead 
of a taxi, a simple behavioural change can have a big follow-on impact. 

S$10,000

Year 1

2% annual interest

2% annual interest

2% annual interest

2% annual interest

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

S$10,200

S$10,404

S$10,612

S$10,200

S$10,404

S$10,612

S$10,824

Compound interest grows your money

Albert Einstein is 
known to have said, 
“Compound interest 
is the eighth wonder 
of the world. He who 
understands it earns 
it... he who doesn’t... 
pays it.”

3 Assuming a contribution rate of S$100 
per month paid from ages 25 to 65 
versus the same contributions paid 
from ages 40 to 65, both earning a real 
return of 2.5% p.a. for each year there 
are funds invested
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2. Save regularly
Many young savers may feel that they cannot commit to saving regular amounts, and 
instead choose to invest a lump sum as and when they have a windfall. What they do 
not realise, however, is that the difference between regular and lump sum saving can 
also have a big impact on the eventual size of their savings. 

Dollar cost averaging is a defensive investment strategy where a fixed regular amount 
is invested, usually on a monthly basis, to help mitigate the risk of investing at an 
inopportune time and reduce the impact of market volatility. This method of making 
a regular investment and riding out the fluctuations of the market can potentially 
produce a better result than investing a lump sum. In contrast, some might claim 
that investing a lump sum is better as markets tend to grow over the long term. This, 
however, is dependent on the saver staying invested even when markets swing, 
something that many find difficult to do.

We can see in Figure 2 how dollar cost averaging would have been beneficial over the 
last 15 years. In this example, Mr Tan invested S$15,000 in the Singapore stock market 
(Straits Times Index) at the beginning of 2000, while Mr Lim contributed $1,000 every 
year for 15 years. By spreading out his investments, Mr Lim was able to enjoy time 
diversification on his investments over a period that included a two-year bear market 
and a large market crash. Mr Lim’s balance at the end of the period was higher than Mr 
Tan’s due to continued investment during falling markets. Few, if any, investors are able 
to time markets, which is why regular investment reduces the focus on investing at the 
right time, and benefits from staying invested during market lows.

Sky blue line represents contributions of S$100 per month from ages 25 to 65. Navy blue line 
represents contributions of $197 per month from ages 40 to 65, the amount needed to match  
the final savings value of the  sky blue line. Both receive real investment returns of 2.5% per 
annum for each year there are funds invested. Source: Schroders. For illustrative purposes only.

Savings value (S$)

Figure 1: The high cost of waiting 

 -  

 20,000  

 40,000  

 60,000  

 80,000  

100,000  

25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 53 55 57 59 61 63 65 

Monthly contributions S$100
Total contributions S$49,200

Monthly contributions S$197
Total contributions S$61,566 

Contribute early - 25 to 65 Contribute later - 40 to 65 
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3. Every dollar counts
Younger savers can benefit even further by increasing their contributions as soon 
as they are able, as explained earlier, so they can benefit from compounding, or 
‘time-weighted’ returns. Figure 3 shows that to reach the additional cash amount of 
S$193,315 needed to deliver an adequate income at retirement, the median worker 
would need to save 6.5% of their salary, amounting to S$250 per month from the age of 
25 to 65. So each dollar saved will get the worker closer to his or her retirement target.

Account balance (S$)

Example allocates 100% of investments to the Singapore Straits Times Index (total return). 
Sources: Bloomberg, Schroders. For illustrative purposes only.

Figure 2: Investing regularly paves the way for a smoother outcome

Savings at retirement (in today’s S$)

Based on a salary of S$3,949 per month. Investment return of 2.5% above rate of inflation. 
Source: Schroders. For illustrative purposes only. 

Figure 3: Every dollar counts
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In the next section we look at the second part of the equation – the level of real 
investment returns (i.e. the return achieved in excess of inflation).
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Investment rewards: understanding the risk-return trade off

As stated earlier, younger and middle-
aged workers need to build their savings 
over time and aside from maximising their 
contributions, they will need other ways of 
generating investment returns. The level 
of return achieved from investments is 
typically linked to risk and fees; in general, 
higher-yielding assets will be more volatile 
(risky) than lower-yielding ones. Investors 
cannot, and should not, avoid risk. Rather, 
risk can be harnessed to build their funds 
for retirement.

Investors need risk in their portfolio if 
they are to generate the growth that will 
turn their contributions into something 
more substantial. The trick is to manage 
the risks carefully, and understand the 
impact of decisions made on the eventual 
size of savings. Also, fees vary, and 
investors should ensure that they know 
what they are being charged and look at 
risk and fee-adjusted performance returns 
to compare products on an equal basis. 

Here are three simple facts to consider 
when thinking about investment risk.

1. Guarantees still come with risk
When planning for retirement, many 
Singaporeans buy an insurance product 
that offers a savings plan coupled with 
life insurance. These insurance products 
are popular as they are perceived as ‘safe’ 
investments (insurance companies are 
regulated) that come with a guaranteed 
return. While an insurance policy’s 
guaranteed rate is fixed, the reality is 
that the level of guarantee for insurance 
policies has been falling together with 
bond yields; bonds are the instruments 
that allow insurance companies to provide 
guaranteed returns. With low bond 
yields, the portfolio return will be low and 
may not be able to match the long-term 
inflation rate of 2%4. 

These lower bond yields will ultimately 
result in insurers reducing the guarantees 
that they offer at present and may make 
it harder for them to deliver on the 
guarantees they have promised in the 
past. Consequently, there is a high risk 
to the saver of not meeting his or her 
savings objectives and ultimately not 
having enough retirement income.  
As shown in Figure 4, Singaporean  
bond yields have been falling steadily 
since 2000, a trend mirrored in other 
global markets. 

4 Bloomberg, as at end of 2015

Insurance products don’t guarantee saving success

Insurance company accepts 
insurance premiums

Falling value of bonds

Premiums are mainly 
invested in bond markets

Lower market returns and guarantee rates reduce saving success

Markets
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We can see from the table below that the current low interest rate environment has 
impacted insurance funds, as these invest heavily in domestic bonds. The average 
compounded annual rate of return of these products was 3.2% p.a. over the seven years 
to the end of 2014. After taking into account distribution and administrative charges, 
the rate of return would be even lower.

Source: Bloomberg, as at 31 May 2016. For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any 
recommendations to invest in the above asset class.

Yield (%)

Figure 4: Bond yields have fallen

0.0 

2.0 

4.0 

6.0 

8.0 

2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 

US 10yr bond German 10yr bond Japan 10yr bond Singapore 10yr bond

Source: Life Insurance Association Singapore, Straits Times, 18 Dec 2015.

Figure 5: Returns from Life Insurance Participating Funds have fallen 
in line with bond yields (%)

2008
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10.57

2.35

6.41

3.46

6.58

1.54

9.76

3.62

7.08

4.44

4.11

10.20

-2.96

7.57

6.63

1.20

9.35

0.19
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7.20

2.50

9.80

1.00

6.50

3.86

2009
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Annualised
return

2008 to 2014

Thus, guaranteed funds are not low risk. The risk, instead, is that savers lose out on 
long-term investment returns, which in turn greatly affect the ultimate size of their 
savings account. Consider the following example comparing four funds: the first 
being CPF, which pays 4.5%; the second is based on the allocation of a life insurance 
participating fund; the third is a balanced fund; and the fourth a Singapore equity 
fund. Figure 6 showcases the range of performance outcomes of these funds over a 
40-year period, relative to the targeted additional savings needed of S$193,315 (shown 
by the dotted blue line). 

From this, we can see that investing wholly in a guaranteed fund is unlikely to generate 
an adequate return to reach the savings level required. Investing in global equities, 
in contrast, gives the highest potential. However, associated with greater return is a 
larger degree of uncertainty (the spread of outcomes is considerably higher than the 
life insurance participating fund). In contrast, investing in a multi-asset fund, which is 
neither too risky nor too conservative, offers savers a balanced, risk-controlled way of 
achieving the desired outcome.
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As CPF is mandatory for workers and 
offers a guaranteed rate, it may be helpful 
for savers to separate their retirement 
savings into two categories – a guaranteed 
element and a non-guaranteed element. 
The former offers a degree of certainty 
to the saver, albeit with limited growth 
opportunity. Then by placing a proportion 
of savings into a non-guaranteed fund 
(whether through the CPFIS, the soon 
to be launched LRIS, or other private 
schemes) investing in ‘growth’ assets, the 
saver has the opportunity to generate 
greater returns on their savings.

2. Growth is vital
Growth assets include equities, property 
and alternative assets like hedge funds.
While these tend to carry higher levels of 
risk, as shown in Figure 6, they have the  

potential to deliver higher returns  
if held over a longer investment time 
frame – which is exactly what the younger 
and middle-aged savers have on their side.

Figure 7 illustrates how typical 30-year olds 
in six countries invest in their retirement 
savings account. As can be seen from 
the diagram, the common factor for 
investors in the five countries apart from 
Singapore is their reliance on global 
equities. Contrast that to the Singaporean 
worker whose retirement savings are 
largely invested in domestic government 
bonds from their savings invested in the 
CPF or guaranteed bonds. These are often 
‘defensive’ assets that deliver fixed, stable, 
yet low returns.

Savings at 65 (S$)

CPF guaranteed rate based on aggregate current rate of 4.5% assumed constant for 40 years. Life insurer
participating fund based on an allocation of 72% Singapore bonds, 23% Singapore equities and 5%
cash. Balanced fund comprises 60% Singapore equities, 40% Singapore bonds. Equity fund comprises 
100% Singapore equities. Salary of S$3,949 per month. Contribution rate of 4.5%. Inflation of 2% p.a. 
applied to salary. Results shown in today’s dollars in order to compare against target of S$193,315 
required in excess of the Minimum Retirement Sum. Source: Schroders. For illustrative purposes only.

Figure 6: A guaranteed fund will not get savers the additional cash savings 
needed at point of retirement

 -    

100,000  

200,000  

300,000  

400,000  

500,000  

Top 25%

CPF
guaranteed rate

Life Insurer
Participating

Fund

60/40
Multi-Asset

Fund 

Singapore
Equity Fund

Median Bottom 25% Bottom 5% Target 

Purples

Greens

Oranges

Pinks

4 colour contrasting groups

Guarantees are not 
commonplace in  
Defined Contribution 
(DC) pension systems 
around the world.  
In fact, countries 
that historically had 
guarantees (e.g. 
Germany, Denmark, 
Chile, Japan and 
Switzerland) are  
starting to reduce  
or remove them.
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Impact of real return on contributions
The impact of return can help to reduce 
the amount that savers contribute each 
month. Figure 8 illustrates how return 
impacts monthly savings. Using the 
additional S$193,315 as a target amount, 
we can see the additional monthly 
saving needed to reach that sum based 
on different levels of return. Return 
is expressed in two formats – the real 
return is adjusted for changes in inflation, 
whereas the nominal return does not 

take inflation into account. Investments in 
CPF will receive a nominal rate of around 
4.5%. With this rate, a Median Earner 
would need to save an additional S$241 
per month (more than 6.5% of their salary) 
to reach the cash sum of S$193,315. By 
investing more in growth-focused (albeit 
riskier) portfolios, individuals can reduce 
their monthly contributions substantially.

It is also worth noting from Figure 8 that 
while a 4.5% nominal return received from 
CPF seems reasonable, an inflation rate of 
2% almost halves the real return achieved. 

The lower the nominal return (especially 
in this low bond yield environment), the 
bigger the impact of a 2% rate of inflation.

Based on the most common allocations for the main DC system in each country. Singapore 
based on the interest rates of the special account that are underpinned by government bond rates.
Source: Schroders 2016 data. For illustrative purposes only.

Figure 7: Pension investment strategies for a 30-year old compared 
across different markets
Allocation  (%)
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Figure 8: How returns affect the level of contributions needed

Based on an inflation rate of 2% p.a. Contributions paid from ages 25 to 65. Median worker, monthly 
salary of S$3,949. Source: Ministry of Manpower, Schroders. For illustrative purposes only.
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3. Diversification is a ‘free lunch’
Figure 8 demonstrates how easily savers 
can be tempted to invest in higher-risk 
equity-based funds. It is important for 
the investor to understand, however, that 
although equities provide a high long-term 
return, there are extended periods when 
returns are poor. For instance, the Straits 
Times Index is still below its 2007 peak 
level. Similarly in Japan, the Nikkei 225 is 
still more than 50% below its peak in 1989.

Figure 9 shows the annual returns for 
eight broad-based asset classes ranked 
from best to worst over a period of 10 
years. The asset class with the best returns 
changes from year to year and without the 
benefit of hindsight, it is extremely difficult 
to correctly predict which one would come 
out on top. If, for example, a saver were 
completely invested in a single asset class 
over that period, he or she would have 
seen their account fluctuate wildly.  
That is why diversification is key.

Diversification can be implemented  
in a variety of ways, some of which  
we list below:

 – Blending different asset classes 
(equities, bonds, property, commodities 
and cash)

 – Blending different characteristics  
of an asset class (e.g. sector, risk, 
currency, size)

Multi-asset funds have been evolving  
over time. Some incorporate dynamic 
asset allocation, which means they  
adapt their allocations to reflect new 
market information.

Diversification is a risk-management 
technique that spreads your investment 
over a wide variety of asset classes in 
order to minimise the impact that any 
one has on the overall performance of 
the portfolio. Diversification reduces the 

concentration risk of holding a single  
asset and can open different streams of 
return if the assets perform differently in 
another market.

Figure 9: Best and worst performing asset classes over last 10 years5
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5 Source: Schroders, Datastream, 
Bloomberg, 31 December 2015. Equity: 
MSCI AC World Total Return Index, 
Hedge Funds: HFRI Funds of Funds 
Composite Total Return Index, Cash: 
Singapore Dollar 3m Deposit rate, 
Govts (Government Bonds): Barclays 
Global Treasury Index; Property: 
EPRA NAREIT Singapore Total Return 
Index SGD; Commods (Commodities): 
Bloomberg Commodity Index; EMD 
(Emerging Market Debt): JPM GBI-EM 
Composite Index. All show total return 
either in local currency or currency 
of denomination. For illustrative 
purposes only and does not constitute 
any recommendations to invest in the 
above asset classes
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Conclusion

Time is on the side of the early and 
middle-aged saver, and Singaporeans 
have the benefit of a guaranteed rate 
of return on contributions made to 
CPF. However, only 6.5% (on average) 
of contributions are ring-fenced for 
retirement; and returns offered do not 
protect against inflation. If Singaporeans 
do not make an active decision to save 
additional funds, they are unlikely to be 
able to afforda comfortable living upon 
retirement. For the best possible chance 
of achieving their retirement goals,  
savers should:

 – Establish an investment account in 
order to maximise contributions

 – Start contributing to this as early 
and as regularly as possible, even if 
contributions are small

 – Accept investment risk. Growth in 
excess of inflation is vital if they want to 
turn their contributions into something 
more substantial. Investing in a fund 
that targets a nominal return of 2% 
more than the CPF rate can reduce the 
additional monthly savings needed 
by 40%

 – Diversify investments and ensure 
allocations can be dynamically 
managed to retain an appropriate 
balance between risk and return 
through an economic cycle. This is  
vital in protecting savings from 
fluctuations in market cycles

In the next paper we will look at  
savers aged 55 and over who are  
nearing retirement to see how  
retirement challenges differ for  
this cohort of workers.
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Schroders’ Global Defined Contribution 
(DC) team consists of highly experienced 
investment professionals with an 
average of 14 years’ experience advising 
organisations on all matters in relation 
to DC strategy. This includes regulators, 
policymakers, corporates, fiduciaries, 
consultants and our own distribution  
and investment teams. Schroders has  
over 200 years’ experience investing 
money on behalf of our clients and  

offers a wide range of products and 
solutions to our clients around the world. 
Our DC team utilises the highly-regarded 
industry-leading investment expertise 
within Schroders, and applies it to a  
DC context to help our clients achieve 
their objectives.

About the Global Defined Contribution team
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Important information: This material is intended to be for information 
purposes only and is not intended as promotional material in any respect. 
The material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase 
or sale of any financial instrument. The material is not intended to 
provide and should not be relied on for accounting, legal or tax advice, 
or investment recommendations. Reliance should not be placed on the 
views and information in this document when taking individual investment 
and/or strategic decisions. Information herein is believed to be reliable 
but Schroders does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. Reliance 
should not be placed on the views and information in this document when 
taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions. Some information 
quoted was obtained from external sources we consider to be reliable. 

No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact obtained from third 
parties, and this data may change with market conditions. This does not 
exclude any duty or liability that Schroders has to its customers under any 
regulatory system. Regions/sectors shown for illustrative purposes only 
and should not be viewed as a recommendation to buy/sell. The opinions 
in this document include some forecasted views. We believe we are  
basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable assumptions within  
the bounds of what we currently know. However, there is no guarantee 
than any forecasts or opinions will be realised. These views and opinions 
may change.
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